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This paper establishes a rather complete optimality theory for the average cost semi-Markov 
decision model with a denumerable state space, compact metric action sets and unbounded 
one-step costs for the case where the underlying Markov chains have a single ergodic set. Under a 
condition which. roughly speaking, requires the existence of a fmite set such that the supremum 
over all stationary policies of the expected time and the total expected absolute cost incurred until 
the first return to this set are finite for any starting state, we shall verify the existence of a finite 
solution to the average costs optimality equation and the existence of an average cost optimal 
stationary policy. 
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optimal stationary policy optimality equation 
1. Cntroduction 
We are concerned with a dynamic system which at decision epochs beginning with 
epoch 0 is observed to be in one of the states of a denumefiable state space I and 
subsequlently is controlled by choosing an action. For any state i E I, the set A(i) 
denotes the set of pure actions available in state i. If at any decision epoch the system 
is in stare i and action a E A(i) is taken, then, regardless of the history of the system, 
the following happens: 
(i) an immediate cost c(i, a) is incurred, 
(ii) the time until the next decision epoch and the state at the next decision epoch 
are random with joint probability distribution function Q( l , l 1 i, a). 
ForanyiEIandaEJlet 
pii = Q(a, jli, a) for j E 1 
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tQ(dt, jli, a). 
i.e. pii denotes the probability that the next state will be j and T(i, a) denotes the 
unconditional mean time until the next decision epoch when action a is taken in 
state i. Observe that &pii(a) == 1for all i, a. We make the following assumption. 
Assumption 1. (a) For any i E I, the set A(i) is a compact metric set, 
(b) for any i E I, both c(i, a), pii for any j E I and T(i, a) are continuous on A(i), 
(c) there is a number E > 0 such that T(i, a) 3 E for all t’ E I and a E A(i). 
We now introduce some familiar notions. For y1= 0, 1, . . . , denote by Xn and a, 
the state and the action at the nth decision epoch (the 0th decision epoch is at epoch 
0). A policy w for controlling the system is any measurable rule which for each n 
specifies which action to choose at the nth decision epoch given the current state X, 
and the sequence (X0, uo, . . . . Xn-l, a,-1) of past states and actions where the 
actions chosen may be randomised. A policy 7r is called memoryless when the actions 
chosen are independent of the history of the system except for the present state. 
Define 3 as the class of all stochastic matrices P = (pii), i, j E I such that for any i E I 
the elements of the ith row of P can be represented by 
Pij = I A(i) pij(a)mi(da) for all j E I (1) 
for some probability distribution vi{ l } on A(i). Then any memoryless policy 7r can 
be represented by some sequence (PI, Pz, . . .) in 3 such that the ith row of Pn gives 
the probability distribution of the state at: the nth decision epoch when the current 
state at the (n - 1)st decision epoch is i and policy ?T is used. Define F = XiEI A(i). 
Observe that, under Assumption l(a), F is a compact metric set in the product 
topology. For any f~ i?, let P(f) be the stochastic matrix whose (i, j)th element is 
pij(f(i)), i, jE I and for n = 1, 2, . . . denote by the stochastic matrix P”(f) = (p;(f)) 
the n-fold matrix product of P(f) with itself. A memoryless policy v = (PI, P2, . . .) is 
called stutionury when P,, = P(f) for all yt a 1 for some f E F. This policy which always 
prescribes to take the single action f(i) E A(i) whenever the system is in state i will be 
denoted by f”‘. Observe that under the stationary policy f”’ the process {Xn, n 3 0) 
is a Markov chain with one-step transition probability matrix P(f). 
For n=O,l,..., denote by rn the time between the nth and (n + l)st decision 
epoch. A policy r* is said to 3e (strongly) average cost optimal when 
lim s~p,,~ &(i, w*) is less than or equal to lim supneoo &(i, T) (lim inf,,, &(i, T)) 
for any i E I and policy v where @,(i, W) is defined by 
&{ i c(X,,~,)(X,=i] 
&(i, 77) =- k=b 
Ew( kt,, Tk 1 x0 = i-1 ’ 
n==O,l,... 
I 
(2) 
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with E, is the expectation under policy 7~. We here assume that this quantity is 
well-defined for any i E I and policy v as is the case under the additional Assurnption 
2(a) to be stated below. 
It is well-known that an average cost optimal policy may not exist and even an 
example has been given in [7] in which an average cost policy exists but any average 
cost optimal policy is nonstationary. It is remarkable in this example, that besides 
uniformly bounded c(i, a) and T(i, a), any stochastic matrix P E 92 is irreducible and 
positive recurrent. In general we can only state that for fixed initial state we may 
restrict ourselves to the class of memoryless policies. More precisely, by a slight 
generalization of the proof of Theorem 2 in [2], we have the known result that for any 
fixed iO E I and policy no a memorlyless policy nM can be found such that for any 
k E I, Bore1 set B c A(k) and n 2 0, 
(3) 
Another general result says that if the average cost optimality equation has a solution 
satisfying some regularity condition then any stationary policy generated by the 
optimality equation is strongly average cost optimal, cf. [ 141. 
In this paper we shall establish for the average cost optimality criterion a rather 
complete theory for the denumerable state semi-Markov decision model with 
unbounded one-step costs for the case where the underlying Markov chains have 
only a single ergodic set. This theory both extends considerably and unifies the finite 
state space model and the special cases of the denumer,able state space model so far 
studied in the literature, cf. [l, 3, 4, 9, IO, 13, 14, 17-191. This paper exhibits the 
existence of a finite solution to the average cost optimality equation and the existence 
of a. strongly average cost optimal stationary policy under a condition which, roughly 
speaking, requires the unichainedness of the stochastic matrices P(f), fe F and the 
existence of a finite set K such that the supremum over the stationary policies of both 
the expected time and the total expected absolute costs incurred until the first return 
to this set K are finite for any starting state. This assumption considerably weakens 
the usual conditions req;iiring that the set K is a Gngleton or assuming that both the 
one-step costs and the mean recurrence times are uniformly bounded. The latter 
asumptions are seldom met in typical applications as in inventory and queueing 
theory. 
In Section 2 we will give thl: 2 ssence of our analysis by first estabiishing relation- 
ships between the original decision processes and the embedded decision processes 
on the finite set K. Next in Section 3 we will prove both the average cost optimality 
equation and the existence of a strongly average cost optimal stationary policy by 
using proof techniques developed in [4, 9, 14, 181. We conclude this section 
be remarking that extensions of the theory presented for the unichained case to 
the important case of ‘communicating Markov decision chains’ (cf. [ I., 911 wilil 
require different proof techniques as possibly hnear programming or fixed point 
methods. 
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2. Andy& of embedded decision processes 
We first need some notation. For any A c I, define 
N(A) = inf{n 2 1 lXn E A} 
where N(A) = 00 if X,&A for all n a 1, i.e. N(A) denotes the number of transitions 
until the first return to the set A. Also for any A c 1 and f~ F’, define for i, j E I and 
n 2 1 the taboo probability 
AP~(f)=Pf’m){X~=i,Xk%AflDr lQ<n-1 IXo=i}. 
Observe that 
Er-,{N(A) IX0 = i} = 1 + $ c up;). 
n=l j&A 
(4 
(3 
We now introduce our main assumption. 
Assumption 2. (a) There is a finite set K such that for any i E I the quantities u*(i) 
and y*(i) are finite where 
N(K)-1 
sup&m) c Tk]x(=J=i = u*(i) for all i E I 
fEF ( k=O I 
and 
sup Efc=, 
fcF 
{“($),-‘Ic(Xk,ak)llXO=~}=y*(i) j:orall&%& 
= 
(b) for any f~ F, the stochastic matrix P(f) has no 1 wo disjoint closed sets. 
(6) 
(7) 
In words, Assumption 2(a) requires the existence oE a finite set K such that the 
svpremum over all stationary policies of both the t:xpected time and the total 
expected absolute cost incurred until the first return to the set K are finite for any 
starting state. To satisfy Assumption 2(a) in applications, it may be necessary to 
exclude in certain states those actions which are far from being ‘optimal’, e.g. in an 
M/M/c queueing system with a controllable number of operating servers consider 
only policies under which all c servers will be operating when the queue size exceeds 
some given large value. By other arguments based on the specific form of the 
application, it is usually not difficult to show that any other policy can be improved in 
average costs by a policy belonging the class of policies considered. We remark that 
Assumption 2(a) is satisfied with bounded functions u* and y* when the quantities 
c (i, a) and ~(i, a) are uniformly bounded and any of the recurrence conditions on the 
set (P(f)&F) given in [6] holds, cf. also [SJ. 
We shall now first verify as key result that under the Assumptions 1 and 2 for any 
f E F a state sf E K exists such that under policy f”’ the expected time and the total 
expected absoll;te cost incurred until the first return to the state sf are bounded by 
u*(i) +c and y*(i) +c respectively for any starting state i for some constant c 
independent of !EF. L We shall need the following lemma whose proof is standard. 
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Lemma 1. Let A be any subset of I. Then, for any i E I and f E F 
= di, f(i)) + ?I 
n=l j&A 
]By Lemma 1, we may replace r& by r(x&, a&) in (6). This result will be essentially 
used in the analysis hereafter. It now follows from Lemma 1 and (5)-(6) that under 
the Assumptions l(c) and 2(a), 
&=){N(K) 1 x0 = i3 s * for any f E F and i E I. 
& (9) 
It is our conjecture that (9) implies tightness of the collection of the stationary 
probability distributions of the stochastic matrices P(f), f E F. 
Under Assumption 2, define for any f e F 
qij(f)= f KPi?.(f), iEI, jCK, ((10) 
n=l 
i.e. qii(f) is the probability that at the first return to the set K the transition occurs 
into state j starting from state i and using policy f”‘. Observe that, by (9), 
1 qii(f) = 1 for all i E I. (11) 
jEK 
For any f c F, define for i E I and j E K the (possibly infinite) quantity 
vij(f) = expected number of returns to the set K until the first 
transition into state j occurs starting from state i 
and using policy f”‘. (12) 
Theorem 1. Suppose that the Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then 
(a) for any f E F, the finite stochastic matrix (qii( f)), i, j E K has no two disjoint closed 
sets, 
(b) for any i E I and j E K, the probability qij( f) is continuous OPI F, 
(c) there is a finite number B such that for any f E F a state sf E K exists for which 
uiq( f) s B for all i E I. 
Proof. (a) Fix f e E Let K1 c K and & c K be any two non-empty sets that are - 
closed under the stochastic matrix Q(f) = (qij( f)), i, j E A. TO prove that 
not empty, define for r = 1, 2 the set 
1r = {j E I Ipt( f) > 0 for some i E Kr and n 2 11. 
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It is immediate that both sets 11 and I* are closed under P(f) and hence 11 fI IZ Z 0. 
Choose now t E II fl I& Since t E II, it follows that 
p:(f)>0 forsomesEK1andmal. J3) 
Using (9), t E I2 and the fact that K2 is closed under Q(f) it is rea; Gy t:ek..tied by 
contradiction that 
p:(f)>0 forsomeuEK2andna1. (14) 
By (13) and (14), psu m+n (f) > 0. This implies that u E K2 can be reached from s E K1 
under Q( f ). Since K1 is closed under Q(f), it follows that u E K1 so that K1 fl & # 0. 
(b) By Assumption 1, we have that F is a compact metric set on which ,pii( f) is 
continuous for any i, j E I. Using this fact and the relation 
&J!(f) = C pih(f)ICpE,‘l (f) for n = Z3,. . l 
h&K 
it follows by induction that @i(f) Es continuous on F for any n 2 1 and i, j E 1. Lience 
qii( f) 1s continuous on F if the sum (10) converges uniformly on F. To prove this, fix 
s E I and observe that, by (9), 
g Pr-,{N(K)>nlXO=s}S* for all f E F. (13 
n=O E 
Choose now 0 c 8 c 1. Then there is an integer M such that 
P~-~{N(K)>M~Xo=s}G3 forallfEF. (16) 
To prove this, assume the contrary. Using the fact that Pp){N(K) > n 1x0 = s} is 
non-increasing in n, we then get a contradiction with (15). Now, by (16) we have for 
any jcK 
f Kp~(f~~Prm’{N(K)>MIXo=s}~S forallfEF 
n=M+l 
which proves the desired result since S > 0 was chosen arbitrarily. 
(c) By the finiteness of K and the assertions (a) and (b) of the theorem, this 
assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.6 in [S] or Theorem 4 in [6]. 
The following theorem will play a crucial role in the analysis in the next section. 
heorem 2. Suppose that the Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then there is a finite number 
c such that for any f e F a state sf E K exists for which 
and 
I 
M({Sfw- 1 
Efc- kZo ~(Xk,a~JlX0=i su*(i)+c 
= I 
foralliEI 
E,-J (N’r$rl Ic(X~,a*)IIXo=i]Sy*(i)+c for all i E I. 
I 
(‘17) 
(1% 
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Roof. By Theorem 2 we can choose a finite number I3 and for any f E F a state st E K 
such that 
Yisf( f) s B for all i E I and f E F. (1% 
We shall now verify (17). The proof of (18) is identical. Fix now f~ F. We introduce 
the following notation. For any i E I and j E K, define ii(f) = qij(f) and, for n = 
2,3, . . . , let 
Observe that 4;(f) is the probability that during the first n - 1 returns to the set K no 
transition occurs into state sf and that at the nth return to the set K a transition occurs 
into state j starting from state i and using policy f(‘? We have 
ViSf=l+ f 1 &(f) foralliEI 
n=l ~EK 
i#Sf 
(20) 
Define v. =Oand,forn=4,v, = inf{m > vn-1 iXm E K}. Also, define So = 1 and, for 
any k 31,&=1ifXm#qfor1dmdkandSk = 0 otherwise. Denote by T(i, f) the 
first expression in (8) with A = K. Then using the first equality in (8) and (6), we find 
I 
zwfw-1 
Ep) 1 ?(& a&)1&= i
k=O 
} = Ep-)( i &T(xkr a&)1x0= i] 
k=O 
= E,.w f I “f 8&7(x,, a&) 1x0 = i} n=l k=v,-1 
= T(i, f) + f Ep)( uf &7(x&, a&) Ix, = i) 
n=2 k=v,,ml 
= T(i, f)+ 5 c 4t-l (f)T(j9f) 
n=2 j#Sf 
su*(i)+ycy u*(j) z C iV(f) for all i E .L 
. n=2 ifsf 
Invoking (19) and (20), we now get the desired result. 
We need the following results from positive dynamic programming (cf. [9, 161). 
a 2. Consider the positive dynamic program (S, D(s), q(t 1 s, a), r(s, a)) where 
the state space S is denumerable, the action set D(s) is a compact me anysGS 
and the immediate return r(s, a) is non-negative for all s E Sand a E 
that for any s E S both r(s, a) and the one-step transition probabihty 
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for any I ES are continuous on D(s). For any policy v, define V(s, W) = 
EAC:=o r(.X~, a,,) 1 X0 = s}, s E S whereX, and a,, denote the state and the action at the 
nth decision epoch. Let V(s) = sup7, V(s, TT), s E S. Z’hen 
sup V(s, f”‘) = V(s) for all s E S, 
feF 
(21) 
V(s) = sup 
( 
r(s, a) + C V(t)q (t 1 s, a) 
I 
for all s E S. (22) 
aeD ES 
Proof. We need some notation. For any integer Ma 1, let r”(s, a) = 
min (r(s, a), M) for all s, a. For any 0 < CY < 1, s E S and policy V, define 
I 
00 
Va(s, P) = Ev r &‘r(Xn, a,)lXo=s 
I 
and 
n=O 
VF(s, T)= E, f anrM(X,, a,)lXo=s . 
n=O I 
Using the non-negativity of r(s, a) we have by the monotone convergence theorem 
lim VF(s, m) = VP(s) T) 
M-KC3 
for any 0 < cy < 1, s E S and policy V, (2:s) 
and, by a Tauberian theorem, 
lim V, (s, T) = V(s, 7~) 
a+1 
for any s E S and policy V. (24) 
Letting V:‘(s) = sup, VF(s, w), s E I, it is well-known from discounted dynamic 
programming (e.g. cf. [9, 121) that for any 0 C Q! < 1 and M 3 1 
V:(s)= max r(s,a)+a C Vr(t)q(t)s,a) 
( I 
forallsES (25) 
aED tEs 
and 
sup Vy (s, f”‘) = sup VF (s, 7~) for all s E S. 
fEF 7r 
(26) 
Using the fact that lim n+oo supX g,(x) = supX limnYoo g, (x) for any non-decreasing, 
sequence of functions {g,,}, we obtain from (23) and (26) that supfeF Va(s, f”‘) = 
sup, VY(s, 7~) for all s E S and 0 < a! c I.. Next, by letting CY --) 1 in this relation and 
using (24) we get (21). The optimality equation (22) follows by the same reasoning 
from (23)-(25) by first letting M + k and next letting LY + 1. 
By defining an appropriate arkov decision model with an absorbing state cc, the 
next theorem is an easy consequence of Assumption 2(a) and Lemma 2. 
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Theorem 3. Suppose that the Assumptions 1 and 2(a) hold. Then 
u*(i) = sup 
aczA(i) 
(7(i, a)+ C p,(n)u”(i)] foudli~4 
j&K 
y*(i) = sup (Ic(i, a)l+ C pij(a)y*Cj)} foralli E 1: 
aczA(i) j&K 
(27) 
(28) 
By this theorem, we have that Assumption 2(a) is equivalent t3 the condition 
requiring the existence of a finite set K and a finite non-negative function y(i), i E I 
such that 
Ic(i, a)l+T(i, a)+ C pi,-(a)y(j)Cy(i) for all iEI and LZ EA(i). (29) 
j&K 
The condition (29) with K equal to a singleton was first studied in [9] where this 
condition was called a Liapunov condition, cf. also [IS, lo] for further investigations 
on Liapunov conditions. 
For any PE 8!, define the substochastic matrix 2 = (@ii) by 
pij = 1 
pij for i E I, j& K, 
0 foriEI,jEK. 
(30) 
Then, by Theorem 3, 
@u*su* and Pygmy* for any P E 9. (31: 
Lemma 3. Suppose that the Assumptions 1 and 2(a) hold. Then, for any sequpnce 
uLp2, l l .) of stochastic matrices i.1 9, 
n-l 
Pl l l l P,y*(i)G y*(i)+722 y*(j)+ C C Fk-+l l l l Pny*(h) 
k=l hEK 
s y*(i) + n Tgc y*(i) forallna1andiEI. (32) 
Thz same inequalities apply when y* is replaced by u*. 
Proof. By a last exit decomposition, we have for any n 2 I, i E I and j& K, 
n-l 
PI l ’ ’ Pn)ij = (B* ” ’ ’ gn)ij+ C C (PI ’ g l Pk)ih(~k+l l ’ l fin)& 
k=l hEK 
By this relation and a repeated application of (31), we get (32). 
We can now conclude by Lemma 3 and (3) that for any policy w t 
dn (i, 7r) in (2) is well-defined and finite. 
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3. The average cost optimality equation 
We first analyse a discounted cost function to derive the average cost optimality 
equation by a technique developed in [ 14, 181. For any p > 0 and policy n; let 
VP (i, *) = & I f e-@~~~~~ T(xk*ak) c(X&a,)IXo=i, &I n=O I 
and, for any p > 0, let 
V,(i) = inf Vp(i, 7r), i E I. ?T 
Using Lemm(l3 and (39, it is straightforward to verify that for any 6 > 0 the quantity 
V,(i, 7~) is well-defined for any i, w and that, for constant cp, 
IVfl(i)l<cBy*(i) forall i& (339 
We now make the following assumption. 
Assumption 3. For any i E I, CjErpij(a){u*(j)+ y*(j)} is continuous on A(i). 
Note that, by Assumption 1 and a convergence theorem of Scheffe, the sequence 
of probability distributions {(pii( j E I), n 2 1) converges setwise to the prob- 
ability distribution (pii( j E I) as a, + a. By (33) and the convergence theorem in 
[lS, p. 2321, it follows that under this additional assumption 3 ~~p&a)V~(j) is 
continuous on A(i) for any i E I. Using this result, a minor modification of the proof 
of Theorem 6.1 in [14] shows that for any p > 0 (cf. alsc r .’ 7 ]) 
V,(i) = ay~ij c(i, a) + e-‘r(i*a) jsl Pijb 9 &3(n) for all i E L (349 
Moreover, let fka’ be any stationary policy such that the action f&i) minimizes the 
right side of (34) for all i E I, then 
V&i, fk?) = V,(i) for all i E I (359 
as may be easily verified by iterating repeatedly the equality 
V,(i) = c(i, fp(i)) +e-pT(i*f,‘i)) C pij( f@) Vfi( j), i E I 
jEI 
ind using (33) and Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that thle Assumptions l-3 hold. Then there are finite numbers p*, 
y > 0 such that for any f E F a state sf E K exists for which 
JpVfl(sf, f43’)I s 7’ for all 0 C fl< @* 
and, for an; i E I, 
I V&, f”‘) - V&f, f’“‘)l G y(kc*(i) -+- y*(i)) for all 0 <p C/P 
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Proof. By Theorem 2, we can choose a constant c and for any f~ F a state sf E K 
such that (17)-(18) hold. Fix now p > 0 and f~ F. We have 
+ Et-){e -6 )3lV(Y})-l 7(Xk,ak) k=O 1 X0 = i) VP (sf, f’“‘) for all i E I. 
(36) 
Taking i = sf in (36) and using (18) and Assumption l(c), we derive from (36) thrat 
I &I (sf, f’“‘)l s (y*(sf) + 4 l-e-@” l (37) 
From (36), (17), (18) and the inequality 1 -eVx s x for x 2 0, we easily derive 
1 V&i, f’“‘) - VB(sf, f’“‘)l < y*(i) +c + (u*(i) + c)lpr/,(sf9 f’“‘)l for all i E I. 
(38) 
Together (37), (38) and the finiteness of the set K imply the lemma. 
We are now in a position to verify the average cost optimality equation. 
Theorem 4, Suppose that the Assumptions l-3 hold. Then there is a constanrt g and a 
function. v(i), i E I with 
. 
IOI 
SE? u*(ip: y*(i) < 00 
satisfying the average cost optimality equation 
v(i)=~~$il(c(i,a)-gr(i,a)+I: pij(a)v(i)] foralliE1. 
jel 
(39) 
(40) 
Proof. Following [14,18], fix some state s E I. By (35) and Lemma 4 we can choose 
finite numbers p*, c > 0 such that for all 0 c p c fi!* we have 
IPV&)l- and 1 V,(i) - V&)( s c(u*(i) + y*(i)) 
for all i E I. Using Assumption l(a), the diagonalization method and the convergence 
theorem in [15, p. 2321, it is now standard (e.g, cf. 114, p. 1461) to derive from (34) the 
desired results. 
The Assumptions l-3 are satisfied in the example in [7] for which any average cost 
optimal policy is nonstationary. Hence an additional assumption is required to 
guarantee that a stationary policy f’“’ such that the action f(i) minimizes the right 
side of (40) for all i E I is average cost optimal, cf. also [ 131. We now state the 
following condition. 
For any f e F, lim,,+oo e”(f)(u* + y*) = 0 where 
n-fold matrix iroduct of the substochastic matrix B(f) with itself. 
“(f) denotes t 
(41) 
By the same arguments a in the proaf 0% Lemma 3,7 in [lo], we And by Assumption 4 
that x,(i) monotonically decreases to 0 as yc -, 00 for any I E 1, Now, let (PI, Pg, . , J be 
any sequence ofstochastic matrices in@, By (41.1, &,-I s xn for all PE @ and n a 1 
and 650 Pk+l * e * P&I GX,,.+ far any n a 1 and k < n, Using this inequality and 
Lemma 3, we find 
pa “*P,xo(i)~xo(i)+maxx,(j)+~~* C ,~,,_k(h) foralln~1andi~I. IgK k=l heK 
Together this inequality, the finitenesss ofK’ and lim,,, x,(i) = 0 for all i imply the 
lemma, 
We now state our final result. 
Theorem 5. Suppose tha! the Assumptions 1-4 hold, Let (g, v(i) 1 i E I} be any finite 
solution to the average cost optimality equation (40) such that (39) holds. Choose any 
stationary policy f”’ such that the action f(i) minimizes the right side of (40) for all 
i E I. Then policy fta3) is strongly average cost optimal and g is uniquely determined by 
g = lim,,, & (i, f (*‘) for 011 i E P, 
Proof. Using (39) we have by Lemma 5 and (3) that 
1 
~i_mmnE,{lv(X,)IIx,=i}=O foranykIandpolicy In. 
Now, by observing that ‘we can replace rk by ?(Xk, ak) in (2) a repetition of the 
well-known proof of Thearem 7.6 in [14] gives the desired result. 
Remark. Suppose the Assumptions l-4 hold and let {g, v(i) 1 i E I} be a solution to 
(40) SUC!~ that (39) holds. Then the function v(i), i E I is uniquely determined up to an 
additive constant under the regularity condition to be stated below. Therefore note 
first that, by (17), for any f E F the stochastic matrix P(f) has a unique stationary 
probability distribution {vj( f), j E I] - Suppose now that for any strongly average cost 
optimal stationary policy the total expected cost incurred until the first return to the 
finite se1 K is finite for any starting state when the one-step costs in state i are given 
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